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Abstract
Quantum information processing offers promising advances for awide range offields and applica-
tions, provided that we can efficiently assess the performance of the control applied in candidate sys-
tems. That is, wemust be able to determinewhether we have implemented a desired gate, and refine
accordingly. Randomized benchmarking reduces the difficulty of this task by exploiting symmetries in
quantumoperations. Here, we bound the resources required for benchmarking and show that, with
prior information, we can achieve several orders ofmagnitude better accuracy than in traditional
approaches to benchmarking.Moreover, by building on state-of-the-art classical algorithms, we reach
these accuracies with near-optimal resources. Our approach requires an order ofmagnitude less data
to achieve the same accuracies and to provide online estimates of the errors in the reported fidelities.
We also show that our approach is useful for physical devices by comparing to simulations.
Quantum information processing devices offer great promise in a variety of different fields, including chemistry
andmaterial science, data analysis andmachine learning [1–4], as well as cryptography [5]. Over the past few
years, proposals have been advanced for quantum information processing past the classical scale, based on node-
based architectures [6, 7]. In addition, rapid progress has beenmade towards experimental implementations
thatmight allow for developing such devices [8, 9]. An impediment in this effort, however, is presented by the
difficulty of calibrating and diagnosing quantumdevices.
In particular, in the development of quantum information processing, an important experimental challenge
is to efficiently characterize the quality withwhichwe can control a quantum system. By characterizing the
quality of a quantumgate that is implemented by a control pulse, we can then reason about the utility of that gate
for quantum information processing tasks. For instance, we can estimate the feasibility of and the resources
required to implement error correction using that control by comparing to proven andnumerically estimated
fault-tolerance thresholds [10, 11]. Alternately, we can adjust our control sequences to account for differences
between our controlmodel and the actual system.
In cases where only the quality of a quantumgate or set of gates is required, randomized benchmarking has
proven to be a usefulmeans of extracting this informationwith relatively little experimental effort [12]. This has
been demonstrated in a variety of experimental settings [9, 13–19]. Randomized benchmarking has also been
used to improve gatefidelities by characterizing cross-talk [20] or distortions [21]. Extractingfidelity
information can often be useful in diagnosing performance and problemswith a device in lieu of full
characterization [22].Moreover, randomized benchmarking has also been used to extract information about
the completely positive and unital parts of linearmaps [23].
Here, using near-optimal data processing together with prior information, we accelerate the data processing
used in benchmarking experiments, such that to achieve the accuracy demanded of benchmarking protocols, we
require orders ofmagnitude less experimental data.We also extend results on the achievable estimation quality
in the presence offinite sampling [24] and prior information, then show that our acceleratedmethods are nearly
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thus enables randomized benchmarking to be usedwhere data collection costsmake existing benchmarking
protocols impractical. Thus, ourwork complements recent results on the robustness of randomized
benchmarking [25] to provide an experimentally useful tool7.
Randomized benchmarking has been recently used to adaptively calibrate control designed by optimal
control theorymethods such asGRAPE [26], allowing for differences between the controlmodel and the actual
system to be adjusted for in experimental practice [27]. Thesemethods are applied in a control design and
calibration step, however, and do not allow for control for to be recalibrated dynamically.Whereas randomized
benchmarking is performed at the inner-loop of current control calibration algorithms [22], any data collection
overhead in benchmarking becomes a very significant cost to control calibration as awhole. Thus, by reducing
the data requirements using both better fittingmethods and strong prior information, we can enable new
applications, such as extending control calibration to an online context.
Here,we show that byusingprior information togetherwith the sequentialMonteCarlo (SMC)parameter
estimation algorithm,we canobtain very accurate estimates of parameters.Moreover,wedo so even in the limit of
onebit of dataper sequence length.That is,we canuse a variety of sequence lengths toprobe theperformanceof our
gate set rather than repeatmany experiments at a given sequence length.On theother hand,we also show that for
gateswithfidelities near unity, increasing the lengthof benchmarking sequences offers little compared to repeating
experiments at alreadyoptimal sequence lengths. The SMCalgorithm is basedonBayesianmethods,whichhave
beenused successfully in a variety of quantum informationprocessing tasks [28–34]. SMChas recently beenused in
quantum information to learn states [30] andHamiltonians [35, 36], and toprovide robust error boundson inferred
parameters [37]. Theprimary cost incurredby the SMCalgorithm is that the datamust be simulated repeatedly,
though this canbemitigatedbyusing quantumresources [38–40].Herewe show that since the symmetries afforded
by randombenchmarking experiments canbeused to simulatedatasetswith costs that are constantwith respect to
thedimensionof theHilbert space of interest [12], SMCcanbe implementedwith little overhead.Thus, randomized
benchmarkingmitigates theprimary disadvantage of SMCby removing theneed to simulate the quantumsystem.
Moreover, themethod of hyperparameters [35] generalizes our approach to allow gatefidelities to be non-
trivial functions of some other parameter of interest, such that the underlying parameter is learned directly. This
approach is especially relevant if, for example, the effect of the unknownhyperparameter depends on an
experimental choice, such that distinct benchmarking experiments can be used in concert in a
straightforwardway.
Ourwork proceeds first by defining the benchmarkingmodel that we use, then showing bounds on the
estimation of the parameters of thismodel using theCramer–Rao bound.We then apply SMC to the
benchmarkingmodel and compare to the performance of traditionalmethods, and to the optimal performance
achievable with prior information, showing that ourmethod offers distinct advantages, and is nearly optimal.
1. Interpretation of likelihood asmarginalization
Randomized benchmarking consists of using a sequence of randomgates to effectively average the action of an
error channel such that it can be simulated using simple classicalmodels. If the gates in each randomized
benchmarking sequence are chosen uniformly at random from theClifford group, then the argument of
Magesan et al [12] shows that the average fidelity Fg taken over all randomized benchmarking sequences of a
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superoperator representing the sequence im. Because theClifford group forms a unitary two-design, random
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In particular, given a channelΛ, conjugating the action of that channel by ideal Clifford gates chosen uniformly
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Literate source code for this work is available at https://github.com/cgranade/accelerated-randomized-benchmarking. To view the code
online, visit http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/cgranade/accelerated-randomized-benchmarking/blob/master/src/model_testing.ipynb.
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where d is the dimension of theHilbert space onwhich each gate acts, andwhere p is related to the average gate
fidelity F ofΛ by = − −p dF d( 1) ( 1).
The expectation value of this survival probability over all sequences of a given lengthmwas shown to
produce the uniform-average fidelity
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ψ ψ ψ= =( )iF m m( , ) Pr survival , Pr(survival , ). (3)ig m mm
Wemay thus interpret thefidelity averagedover aunitarydesign as a probability of survival in an experiment inwhich
wedonot know the sequencebeingperformed.Asdiscussed indetail in appendix, if sequences are fairly drawn from
the two-design independently of all other experimental choices, then this is a valid assumption, such that the
marginalized survival probability canbe taken as the likelihood for our randomizedbenchmarkingmodel.Note that
in the remainderof thepaper,wewill letψbefixed, andwill drop thenotation conditioning on this assumption.
Using the expansion of themarginalized survival Fg(m) given byMagesan et al [12], we can rewrite the
likelihood in away that explicitly depends on the parameters of interest, and that no longer requires simulating
the quantumdynamics of the system. Thus, we can use Bayesianmethodswithout simulating the systemunder
study. In [12], the authors studied a sequence ofmodels of increasing complexity, where the lowest complexity
model has found themost use. In particular, we consider theMagesan et almodel [12], which they call the
zeroth-ordermodel for randomized benchmarking
= +F m A p B( ) (4)g m0 0
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where d is the dimension of theHilbert space. Above, Fave is thefidelity of the average channel Λ Λ= [ ]i j i j, , ,
taken over time steps i and elements of the gate set j. By these definitions, for ideal preparation, evolution and




1 . Sincewewill often use the example of a qubit, we thus have that the
ideal = =A B 1 20 0 . A sketch of the derivation of thismodel is given infigure 1. The interpretation offirst- and
higher-ordermodels follows in a similarmanner. Sincewe use the zeroth-ordermodel as an example in this
work, wewill drop the subscript-0 for brevity.
Because thefidelity of a channel is invariant under Clifford twirling, the parameter p represents the strength
of the depolarizing channel offidelity Fave produced by twirling the average channelΛ, and can be used to recover
Fave. Similarly, in the interleaved protocol [41], we consider two probabilities, pref and p , respectively
representing the sequences withm randomClifford gatesmultiplied together, or interleavedwith some gate
under study. From these probabilities, we can extract the referenced probability of gate error =p p p˜ : ref . Each
of pref and p is traditionally extracted from afit to the zeroth- orfirst-ordermodel
8.
Figure 1. Sketch ofMagesan et al derivation of the zeroth-ordermodel [12]. (a) Sequence of lengthm=3Clifford operations. (b)
Change of variables toVi, factoring out previous gates −Ui 1, andwith the base case =U V1 1. TheV gates then form a two-design. (c)
Expectation value over randomgates in (a) and (b), giving the twirling superchannelW acting onΛ.
8
Wenote that following the central limit theorem, the estimators p̂ref and p̂ ¯ will be approximately normally distributed about the true
values of each parameter. Thus, estimating p̃ from p pˆ ˆref ¯ results in an estimator that is Cauchy-distributed and therefore has no defined
mean or variance. Estimates of the bias or error for this procedure therefore cannot be robustly provided by considering the sample standard
deviations reported by least-squares fitting software.
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2. Achievable accuracy
Wenow consider only the interleavedmodel since it ismore general. For brevity, we represent themodel by a
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wherewe have labeled the survival event by ‘1’ tomore easily allow for using binomial distributions to consider
sums overmultiplemeasurements of the same sequence length.
Having defined ourmodel, it is critical to account for the accuracywithwhichwe can estimate the
parameters usingfinite data records. Here, we extend the results of Epstein et al [24] by explicitly calculating the
Fisher information of xPr(1| ).We can find a bound on the achievable estimation error in thismodel by
appealing to theCramér–Rao bound [42], which states that the Fisher informationmatrix I x( )bounds the
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The Fisher informationmatrix for a single two- outcomemeasurement is generically a rank-1matrix, and thus
cannot be inverted formodels withmore than a singlemodel parameter. Thus, if the Fisher informationmatrix
is singular, as is the case herewhen all of themeasured sequences are of the same length, the inverse is taken to be
theMoore–Penrose pseudo-inverse. Since the rank of the Fisher information formultiple two-outcome
measurements is limited to be atmost the number of distinctmeasurements performed, with at least four
different sequence lengths we can break the degeneracy. Since this number depends on the dimension of the
model and not the underlyingHilbert space, only fourmeasurements are required to break the degeneracy, even
for systems of higher dimension than qubits.
It is often the case that we are only interested in p̃, the survival probability, and hence the gatefidelity, of a
particular gate [13]. In this case, we can bound the error of only that parameter by looking at a single element of
the error and Fisher informationmatrix as
⩾E x I x( ) 1 ( ) . (8)p p p p˜, ˜ ˜, ˜
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where the similar expression for the outcome ‘0’ follows immediately.With this, we can calculate the Fisher
informationmatrix =I x q x q xD D( ): [ ( | ) ( | ) ]xD | T , whereD labels the outcomes.
Fisher information analysis is one of themost powerful tools of statistical analysis since it bounds the
performance of the continuous infinity of possible estimators we could choose.However, given the difficulty of
analytically computing the inverse of sums over Fisher informationmatrices of this form,we use numerical
methods for its evaluation. In particular, QInfer [43] performs this calculation automatically, given an
implementation of (9).
In experimentally relevant regimes, the task is to gain further accuracy when it is known a priori
that the fidelity is high. To minimize the error in estimating p̃, we maximize the corresponding
element of the Fisher information matrix. Note that, as is shown in figure 2, this optimum depends
strongly on the value of A and B when ≈p p˜, 1ref . Critically, because randomized benchmarking
requires no explicit simulation of quantum systems, it can in principle be used even in very large
systems, beyond what can be studied using techniques that depend on simulation. Thus, we also
consider the limit as → ∞d , where for ideal measurements and unital channels, we have →B 0 and












wheremopt represents the optimal sequence length. As shown infigure 2, this can grow large for − →F|1 | 0,
but even for fidelities near thresholds, such as − ≈ −F|1 | 10 3 as considered by [9],mopt remainsmanageable at
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about 800. This establishes that the sequence length does not grow large too quickly, providing further evidence
of the utility of benchmarking even for experiments beyond the scope of tomographicmethods.
The above calculation is relevant in scenarios where the parameters not of interest (that is, A andB) are
known fairly well and the gatefidelity is already known to be near unity. If we have prior information that is not
of this form, Bayesian analysis is better suited to the task.
The Bayesian analogue of Fisher information analysis is a straightforward generalization. We
begin with a distribution π x( ), called a prior, over the parameters. Ideally, this is a faithful
encoding of the the experimenterʼs prior information, but the following analysis works equally well
for any distribution. In particular, given a prior distribution π x( ), the Bayesian information matrix J
is then defined as [44]
= π∼J I x: [ ( )]. (11)x
To calculate this we can perform aMonte Carlo integral over the prior by drawing samples π∼x and evaluating
I at each x.
The BayesianCramer–Rao bound (BCRB) then states that the errormatrix
= − −E x x x xD D: [( ˆ ( ) )( ˆ ( ) ) ]x D, T , also called the risk, of any estimator x̂ satisfies
⩾ −E J . (12)1
The calculation of the BCRB is naturally included into the SMC algorithm, such that our approach
bounds its own performance based on the best experimental data available. Moreover, contrary to the
Cramer–Rao bound in equation (7), it is known that the mean of the posterior distribution minimizes
the error [45]. Thus, we need not seek the optimal estimator, as it naturally arises from a
representation of the posterior.
Figure 2.Optimal value ofm as a function of the scaleA and offset B parameters, with =p̃ 0.9988 and =p 0.9978ref , based on the
example of [9].On the top left,B=0.5. On the top right, A=0.25. Below, we take the limit as → ∞d of ⌈ ⌉mopt , assuming
= =F F F˜ .ref
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3.Numerical examples
In the numerical examples we consider here, we choose π to be a normal distributionwith amean vector
=p p A B(˜, , , ) (0.95, 0.95, 0.3, 0.5)ref and equal diagonal covariances given by a deviation ofσ = 0.01. The
least-squaresfit (LSF) estimator is seededwith an initial guess drawn from this prior, so as to fairly compare the
estimators. This distribution is intersectedwith the hard constraints implied by definitions of the parameters,
which defines the support of the prior as
π = − − ⩽ ⩽ ⩽ ⩽
⩽ ⩽ ⩽ + ⩽
A B p d A B
p Ap B
supp {( , , ) : (1 1 ) 1, 0 1,
0 1, 0 1}. (13)
This distributionwas chosen as the likelihoodmodel is less degenerate given these constraints, such that it is easier
to reason about bounds for approximately unimodal estimation strategies.Our choice of prior is not critical,
however, aswewill show later that our algorithmrecoverswell from the case inwhichwe choose a ‘bad’prior.
Todemonstrate theBayesian approach,we compare the standard LSFperformance to the SMCalgorithm
[35], which computes estimates byupdating the probability of each of afinite list of hypotheses according toBayes’
rule. In the case of randomizedbenchmarking, this consists of computing (6) for eachhypothesis after eachbatch
ofmeasurements.Wenote that the cost of computing (6) is independent of the dimension of the system, such that
randomized benchmarking explicitly avoids simulating quantumevolutionwith classical resources.
There are essentially two experimental design choices an experimenter canmake: the length of the sequence
m, and the number of repetitionsK. In thefirst comparison, wefix the sequence length and varyK. In particular,
we take all sequence lengths up to 100 for the reference signal and 50 for the interleaved signal. For each suchK,
we plot themean squared error for the SMCand LSF estimators, alongwith the posterior variance, which
provides an online estimate of the performance of SMC, and the BayesianCramer–Rao bound. The results,
shown infigure 3, demonstrate that SMC can be used to obtain useful estimates of p̃ with a few orders of
magnitude less data than is used by least-squaresfitting.Moreover, this advantage becomesmore pronounced as
the number of shots per sequence length approaches one, such that SMC is especially useful in cases where data
collection is expensive.We note that this advantage reflects both the performance of SMC itself, and the ability of
SMC to take advantage of prior information: for small amounts of data, the LSF estimator chooses estimates far
from the initial guess drawn from the prior distribution, while the SMCestimate instead refines the prior.
Moreover, SMC can accurately characterize its own performance and can obtain significantly closer accuracy to
the ultimate bound given by the BCRB. These advantages are similar to other cases inwhich SMC shows a large
advantage over traditional fittingmethods for handling data that is far fromdeterministic [35, 46].
Infigure 3 (bottom), we show the performance of SMC andLSFwhen the sequence lengthsm vary and the
number of shotsK per sequence length is fixed, demonstrating that SMC can improve upon LSF especially for
very short sequences.Moreover, we see the benefit from increasing the sequence length isminimal compared to
repeating experiments at a given sequence length near the optimum length found from theCramer–Rao bound .
4. Benchmarkingwith simulated gates
Thus far in the analysis, we have used as a simulator the same zeroth-ordermodel as is used to process and
interpret the data. To demonstrate the utility of our approach in comparisonwith traditional LSF-based
benchmarking, we now simulate gates according to a cumulant expansion, with physically realisticmodels. In
particular, we use the superconductingmodel of Puzzuoli et al [47] together with optimal control theory [26] to
generate a set of gates implementing the target unitaries  X Y Z H P{ , , , , , }, whereH is theHadamard gate, and
where = 〉〈 + 〉〈P |0 0| i|1 1| is the phase gate and X Y, andZ are the Paulimatrices.We then use the
superoperators Ŝ
ˆ
U for implementing each target unitaryU obtained from a cumulant simulation [48, 49] to
sample from the likelihood function (1)9. An example signal is shown infigure 4.
To process these samples, we then use the zeroth-order likelihood function (6) both as amodel for SMCand
as a trial function for least-squares fitting. Since the actual implemented gates are known, we can compute the
true parameters for comparison. In table 1, we show the true parameters, the result obtained using SMC, and the
result obtained using least-squares fitting. Themost important thing to note is that correct parameters are a
distance 6.90 σ from the prior (meaning the true parameters are outside of the 99.999 9998%credible ellipse).
This shows that even in the case when the prior information fails to accurately capture the uncertainty in the true
model, SMC still can performwell, providing evidence that our acceleratedmethodsmay also be robust, even
9
To ensure that the ideal action of each sequence is the identity operation, we useGottesman–Knill simulation [53] as implemented by the
QuaEC library [50] tofind the inverse of thefirst −m( 1) gates in each sequence, and then set themth gate to be the inverse. The algorithm
for implementing the simulator is described in the supplementalmaterials.
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when used tomeasure thefidelities of sets of gates with errors that are correlated between distinct gate types, or
that include non-trivial unitary components10.We show this inmore detail infigure 5, comparing the posterior
and prior distributions over p̃ to the true and LSF-estimated values.
Figure 3.Comparison of themean squared error averaged over trials (risk) achieved by sequentialMonte Carlo (SMC) and least-
squares fit (LSF) estimators of =x p p A B(˜, , , )ref , averaged over 100 trials and varied over the number of sequences per lengthK (top)
and the number of themaximum sequencesmmax (bottom). TheBayesian Cramer–Rao bound and posterior variance (an estimate of
SMCʼs performance) are also shown.On top, the simulated reference signal was takenwith sequence lengths …{1, 2, , 100} and the
interleaved signal was takenwith ∈ …m {1, 2, , 50}. On the bottom, =K 103 samples were simulated per sequence length. For each
mmax , ∈ …m m{1, 11, 21, , }max was chosen.
Figure 4.Example of randomized benchmarking signals collected using physical gatemodels. Individual points correspond to
collected datawithK=1000 sequences per sequence length, while the curves show the truemodel as obtained using the zeroth-order
model definitions.
10
Note that SMCdid not act in a robustmanner in all cases observed, but in those cases where SMCdid not dowell by comparison to LSF,
theQInfer packagewas often able towarn by using the effective sample size criterion described in [35], such that the data processing could
then be repeated if necessary, or such that amore appropriate prior could be chosen. This can bemademore formal by appealing tomodel
selection to decide the validity of a prior.
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Finally, infigure 6, we demonstrate the advantage of ourmethod in the presence of physical gates together
with amore reasonable prior, and using approximately ten-fold less data than infigure 5. Takenwith other
evidence of the robustness of SMCmethods [39, 46], these results thus show that ourmethod is useful and
provides advantages in data collection costs in experimentally reasonable conditions.
We also note that LSF provides an accurate estimate of p̃ for the simulationswith physical gates, but it
appears to be at the expense of providing poor estimates forA andB. Given that the errors in p̃ and those inA and
B are not in general uncorrelated, that LSF often provides such poor estimates ofA andBmakes the estimates of
p̃ derived fromLSF difficult to trust.
In this work, we have discussed the fundamental limits of the randomized benchmarking technique that are
incurred due to small data sets, and have shown an algorithm that reliably saturates this optimum. In doing so,
we have shown that by using SMC,with amoderate tradeoff in computational costs, one can obtain asmuch as
Table 1.Results of using SMCand least-squaresfitting to estimate thefidelity ofU=X, simulated using the superconducting qubit gate set.
(Left) Bad prior from figure 5, (right) accurate prior from figure 6.
Bad prior ( ×40 103 bits) Good prior ( ×3 103 bits)
p̃ pref A0 B0 p̃ pref A0 B0
True 0.9983 0.9957 0.3185 0.5012 0.9983 0.9957 0.3185 0.5012
SMCestimate 0.9953 0.9971 0.2639 0.5164 0.9936 0.9976 0.3007 0.5028
LSF estimate 0.9905 0.9989 0.5525 0.2702 0.9917 0.9988 0.5266 0.2718
SMCerror 0.0030 0.0014 0.0545 0.0152 0.0048 0.0019 0.0178 0.0016
LSF error 0.0078 0.0032 0.2341 0.2310 0.0066 0.0031 0.2081 0.2294
SMC relative error 0.300% 0.14% 17.12% 3.03% 0.478% 0.19% 5.58% 0.31%
LSF relative error 0.784% 0.32% 73.50% 46.08% 0.664% 0.31% 65.36% 45.78%
Figure 5. (Left) Comparison of prior distribution, SMC-approximated posterior, true value and LSF-estimate for p̃ for a single run
withK=1000 shots at each of ∈m {1, 11,..., 191}ref and ∈m {2, 12,..., 192}C . An intentionally inaccurate prior is used, such that the
true value is approximately 6.9 standard deviations from themean of the prior. As shown in table 1, SMCdoeswell by comparison to
LSF, evenwith the poorly chosen prior. (Right)Data gathered from simulationwith physical-model gates.
Figure 6. (Left) Comparison of prior distribution, SMC-approximated posterior, true value and LSF-estimate for p̃ for a single run
withK=100 shots at each of ∈m {1, 11,..., 91}ref and ∈m {2, 12,..., 192}C . (Right)Data gathered from simulationwith physical-
model gates.
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two orders ofmagnitude improvement in estimation accuracy, such that data collection requirements are
similarly reduced by asmuch as a 100-fold. Given thewide and expanding use of randomized benchmarking in
experimental practice, this then translates to a significant performance benefit both in benchmarking, and in
experimental protocols derived frombenchmarking.
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Appendix. Sampling variance and derivation ofmarginalized likelihood
In this derivation, wewill focus on the zeroth-ordermodel ofMagesan et al [12], which gives that the average
fidelity Fg(m) over all sequences of lengthm is given by
= +F m A p B( ) (A.1)g m0 0
for constantsA0 andB0 describing the state preparation andmeasurement errors, andwhere − p1 is the
depolarizing strength of  ∼W S[ ˆ̂ ]C Cn .
We are interested in the single-shot limit, where eachmeasurement consists offirst selecting a sequence,
thenmeasuring once the survival probability for that sequence. Since this protocolmakes no use of the sequence
other than its length, we can describe the protocol bymarginalizing over the choice of sequence, giving a
probability distribution of the form mPr(survival| ), wherem is a sequence length.
To derive this, wefirst pick a lengthm, and then consider the choice of sequence i out of all length-m
sequences to be a randomvariate. Thus, there exists probabilities
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ρ= = ψ ψ( )ip m E S: Pr(survival , ) Tr ˆ̂ (A.2)i im,
for each individual sequence that we could have chosen, such thatmarginalizing over results in
= im mPr(survival ) [Pr(survival , )]. (A.3)i















We recognize this as being the average sequencefidelity Fg(m)modeled byMagesan
= = +m F m A p BPr(survival ) ( ) . (A.5)g m0 0
To interpret Fg(m) as a likelihood directly, note that we had to consider the Bernoulli trial (single-shot) limit;









where iF mˆ ( , )k is the estimate of the sequencefidelity for the particular sequence ik.
The difference ismade clear by considering an examplewith fixed sequence lengthm, and the variance for a
datum ∼d mPr(survival| ) (labeling ‘survival’ as 1 and the complementary event as 0)
⎡⎣ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦⎤⎦    = +i id m d m d m[ ] [ , ]] [ , . (A.7)i id d d
The second term corresponds to themean variance over eachfixed sequence im, and governs howwell we can
estimate each iF m( , ) individually. Thefirst term, however, ismore interesting, in that itmeasures the variance
over sequences of the per-sequence survival probability = ip d m[ | , ]im d, . By the argument ofWallman and
Flammia [25], this is small when the fidelity being estimated is close to 1; that is, when the gates being
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benchmarked are very good. For gates that are farther from the ideal Clifford operators, however, or for
applications such as tomography via benchmarking [23], this term is not negligible,mandating thatmany
different sequencesmust be taken forF mˆ ( )g to be a useful estimate of Fg(m).
By demanding that each individual shot be drawn froman independently chosen sequence, our approach
avoids this and samples fromd m| directly. In this way, we see a similar effect as in [32]. In particular, it is not
advantageous to concentrate oneʼs sampling on one point, but to spread samples out and gain experimental
variety. Here, the one shot per sequence limit plays the role of the one sample per time-point limit in the earlier
discussion.
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